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ManifestoManifesto 

Textile Manifesto 

 
 

Innovation defines Sweden, at home and throughout the world. This culture of 
innovation has lead to the creation of large global brands such as Ikea, Volvo, and 
H&M. The Swedish fashion industry is growing rapidly (50% between 2011-2015)  
employing over 58,000 people domestically, and contributing over 305 billion SEK 
to Sweden’s GDP  in 2015 alone. H&M has more than 4,400 stores in 65 different 

countries, employs over 161,000 people directly, and over 1,6 million indirectly globally. 
Its earnings are estimated to be around 223 billion SEK annually, making it the second 
largest apparel company in the world. This success can be naturally tied to the logic of 
Sweden’s socially democratic legacy as an agrarian state, turned industrial hub, and 

now as a globally active knowledge based society. It is consistently ranked as one of the 
most innovative countries in the world, and is known for its efforts in human rights, 
and sustainability. As this growth continues, one could say that Sweden will become 
more and more be responsible for dressing the world, and more and more responsible 
for finding innovative ways to create circular economies from the extreme ecologies of 

waste produced from the culture of fast fashion. The textile industry is the second highest 
polluting industry on the planet next to petroleum (8kg /13.1 kg annually in Sweden). 
As we move forward, further into the anthropocene, discussions surrounding integral 

commodities such as textiles will need to be further explored and examined in order to 
imagine and innovate the fabric of the future.

Dressing, and especially textile, belongs to the first architectural devices used to 
create enclosures and boundaries. Gottfried Semper even went as far as to call 
textile one of the primal sources of architecture; next to the cave and the hut, 

the tent belongs to the primal origins of the architectural discipline. 

(Dirk van den Heuvel)
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ProjectProject

woven 

non-woven 

knit

braid 

The Project 

 

Placing focus on the culture of textiles, this project intends to develop a deeper 
understanding of the relationship between textiles and landscape through the use of 

textiles as a poetic/ artistic tool in a design process. Specifically placing focus on Sweden 
as a site of exploration, it works from a regional to microscopic scale, examining 

techniques of textile production - weaving, non-weaving, braiding, and knitting - the 
project strives to reveal textiles and landscape as an underplayed common thread to 

contemporary life.

Proposing the train as a mobile foundation, the project finds itself in motion, exploring 
both interior and exterior conditions found between Gothenburg and Borås (Sweden’s 

Fashion Hub).  It is told through a narrative, design and exhibition. The project attempts 
to redeem our relationship with tactile environments through exposing and expanding 

upon the relationship of textiles and landscape.
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ProjectProject

 The train system that knits our cities together needs to be addressed through different 
eyes. What better way to learn about the environment in which we inhabit, than moving 
through it, in order to experience the clairvoyant exchange between textiles and nature? 
Can we use this infrastructure to make a difference and change the system of clothing 

today? 
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Region Region

Future of the railway:  
 

2030 a new proposed speed -train between gothenburg- Stockholm will be built. This will improve and 
effect peoples daily life - more people will start commuting collectively and spread out over the region. 

Region :  
 

Gothenburg - Stockholm  - The fast fashion region
The railway lines in-between the Swedish fashion schools:

Gothenburg: TIllskärarakademien
Borås: Swedish school of Textiles 

Stockholm: Beckmans school of fashion, University college of arts, crafts and design

Legend 
train line 
proposed train line
airport 
cities 
harbour
textile institute 
universities
recycling  
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Legend 
studied train line
 train line
planned train line
municipal border
stations
textile institute
water body
agricultural area 
forest

1:250000 

Study area: train line between Gothenburg and Borås. 

Gothenburg - Borås Gothenburg - Borås 
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You need to be on your way (mobile) to understand the connection between art and the surrounding landscape!
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When is textile       textile? 

26

The word ‘textile’ is from Latin, from the
 adjective textilis, meaning ‘woven’, from 

textus, the past participle of the verb texere, ‘to 
weave’

“Textile.” The Free Dictionary. Farlex, n.d. 
Web. 05 May 2017.
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non-woven braid woven knit

Braiding: braiding is made by interlacing three or more yarns or fabric 
strips, forming a flat or tubular narrow fabric. It is used as trimming 

and for belts and is also sewn together to make hats and braided rugs. 
Plaiting, usually used synonymously with braiding, may be used in a 

more limited sense, applying only to a braid made from such materials 
as rope and straw. 

 
Non-woven: non-woven fabrics are textile fabrics made of a fibrous 
layer having randomly laid or oriented fibres or threads. Felts are a 

class of fabrics or fibrous structures obtained through the interlocking 
of wool, fur, or some hair fibres under conditions of heat, moisture, 
and pressure. Other fibres will not felt alone but can be mixed with 

wool, which acts as a carrier. 

 
 

Knitted: knitted fabrics are constructed by interlocking a series of loops 
made from one or more yarns, with each row of loops caught into the 
preceding row. Loops running lengthwise are called wales, and those 

running crosswise are courses. 
 

Woven: woven fabrics are made of yarns interlaced in a regular 
order called a binding system, or weave. Weaving is the process of 

combining warp and weft components to make a woven structure. The 
components need neither be parallel to each other nor cross each other 
at right angles, but most woven structures are composed of two sets of 

components, both flexible and crossing at right angles.

Textile Textile 
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Layered Narrative  

“We tell our projects as stories. We do this because stories, far more than plans and designs, 
reflect the dwelling perspective. We do this because stories, to borrow the language of Michel 
de Creteau, carry out the labor that transform geometrical, abstract space into lived space. 

We do this because we wish to anchor our projects in everyday practice,  because we wish to 
explore not the urban design in itself but rather the social narratives that are bound up in 
our work… because projects should offer the interpretative openness of fiction and because 
it should, above all be accessible”. – SMAQ architects, Giraffes, telegraphs and the hero of 

Alexandria, 2017, (pg34: introduction)

This small paragraph implies to the important difference between space understood via 
storytelling and what could be depicted from a series of profound drawings. Narratives 
have the capacity to transcend to greater dimensions and co-habit complex notions of 

speed, time and physiological experiences. A technical drawing’s disadvantage. Considering 
the abundance of complex relationships between a user and the space, one must question 

whether these dynamic and indeterminate relations can be narrowed down to a frame 
made possible to measure. I consider the landscape as a prism of prodigious ambiguity and 
in connection to the ever moving train it becomes a shapeshifting enigma. Both beautiful 
and unknown. My narratives are nothing but a singular interpretation of one moment 

through this many-layered world and ought to be taken as, at the same time, speculative 
and precise. I believe that in such ways it is possible for me to take you closer to the essence 

of the project, something that drawings may not be able to convey. 
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Part 1.     The Journey

Waiting for the morning train.....
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NarrativeNarrative 

7:58 am

 A woman sits with an orange scarf wrapped around her neck, providing her warmth from 
the early morning winds, contrasting with the concrete surroundings, its tones reminding 

us of a season we long for. Around this time of the year the trees await the sun to give their 
leaves power to bloom - the day becomes longer, reflecting itself onto us – patterns made up 
of bark, leaves, and flowers, liberate our senses through the phenomena of colour. As I stand 
waiting for the train I envision threads weaving through the landscape, connecting one city 

to the next. 

– a textile in the landscape -
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NarrativeNarrative

8:10 am 
 

The panoramic window is like a historical landscape painting stuck in time and movement. 
The invisible boarder between outside and inside. As we accelerate, the trees by the side 
of the road are no longer trees, they turn into interweaved vertical lines – what grows 

vertically becomes increasingly horizontal - a euphoric performance, everything becomes 
blurred; fields of grass, the forest, the station towns, the water bodies.

 - a palimpsest of vegetation which thickens with speed  – 

- a textile in motion -
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NarrativeNarrative

8:15 am 

Spaces weave forming quiet rooms, spinning around themselves - like pirouettes. A yarn is 
created - several threads warp and weft around each other. They spatially form and weave 
the room into planar surfaces of woven curtains, falling from the roof. Reminding us of the 
moment the sun rises or falls, when nature is still at rest, the colours are a reflection of this 

quietness.

– weaving reflections in space-

weaving 
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NarrativeNarrative

8:20 am

 Trees perform a dance as they mingle at a never ending party. The vertical lines stand 
rooted in the floor with threads weaving up and down to invite and close light out from the 
viewer. Calmness takes over, as one winds their way through – as if under/within a dense 

forest canopy.

– threading an atmosphere of intimacy -

weaving 
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NarrativeNarrative

non-woven  - felted

8:25 am 

The line in-between - the horizon - the transparent and shifting layered zone – where water 
in its purest states; solid, gas, and liquid geometrically divide to create the sky and the 

sea. As the atmosphere warms, clouds softly form and create their own boundaries, their 
transparency filters light, projecting shadows which warp across the surfaces as they drift 
from the blowing winds. Close up these boundaries become blurred, they are a space of 

their own, containing a continuous matrix. 

– an infinite interior -



Narrative Narrative

knit

45

8:30 am

 Knitting is repetition - a repeating thread that loops itself together like seasons loop in an 
infinite continuum. Flexible, it stretches, as each thread is loosened, light begins to permeate 

through the growing voids – both tight and loose, strong yet elegant. 

– the textile adapt and change over an over -

44

braid
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NarrativeNarrative

non-woven  - felted

8:35 am 

A plethora of surfaces overlay one on the other – felted - horizontal and vertical they posses 
the ability to be both warm and cool. Altering light, evoking a cold ambiance within the 

interior, the climate of the exterior is amplified, while simultaneously layers of wool provide 
warmth, like coffee on a winter morning, its tactility triggers our senses.

 
– textile as microscopic memory
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NarrativeNarrative

8:40 am

 Pixels resemble dust; millions of small particles, constantly moving and re-arranging into 
new and surprising constellations. Braiding and forming the space turning fragments of 

human behaviours into a flexible interior mosaic of patterns, formulated through a complex 
matrix of tactility.

 
– smart textiles -

braid
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NarrativeNarrative

non-woven  - felted

8:52 am

 A patch work of reds, fills the panoramic landscapes in a rhythmic fashion, weaving 
through a white canvas made up of birch bark. As the vegetation grows, seasons change, the 

reds shift, contrasting, creating new spatial dimensions in time based experiences.
 

- mobility (velocity) vs seasonality (time) - 

- a clairvoyant exchange of textiles in nature -
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NarrativeNarrative

and you are a part of this every day.....

9:00 am 

From station to station we travel, where we are left with time alone. The journey has the 
ability to connect with the past and present, while moving towards the future, opening up 
for the exchange of new ideas, new conversations, new visual memories. Contrary to this, 

the journey puts time on hold for reflection, dreaming, and meditation. A catwalk emerges 
as the train stops, Fashion is a fast reflection in constant flux. 

– a mirage of its surroundings – 

- an interweaving of landscapes -
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When is textile       textile? 
“Originally, woven fabric; now applied 

generally to any one of the following; staple 
fibers and filaments able to be converted into 

woven, knit, or braided fabrics, or yarns made 
from natural of manufactured fibers.”

“Glossary of Textile Terms.” Bally Ribbon Mills. N.p., n.d. Web. 05 May 2017.
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 “In the design arts, invention, innovation, and the 
discovery of new insights and methods of working often 

happen through cross-disciplinary investigation.”  

Part 2 Textiles in motion 

The Train 

A Mobile Textile Foundation 
Anita Berrizbeitia, professor of landscape architecture and chair of the GSD’s Department of Landscape 

Architecture, Harvard. 

“Designing Planes and Seams” Explores Landscape Architecture and Fashion at the GSD.” Archpaper.com. 
N.p., 09 Feb. 2017. Web. 07 May 2017.”
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Train Train

Interior / Exterior  

“Compared to the exterior interior holds a senior position both the definition of space as the equipment 
within the space and as it’s surface the ending of that space but their is neither anything outside of 

exterior nor inside of exterior because that would be the interior - the relationship is puzzling it is not 
the exterior despite it’s conceptual boundlessness which is eternal but the interior. The interior is what 
take place in-between, the fleeting space inside of architecture, inside of garments, inside of  a body, 

inside of a mind, isn’t it so then that the categorizations of a space begins with a splitting of an interior? 
Interior then becomes rather a directional concept where the limits of the space is set free.” 

“Exhibition.” ArcInTexETN. N.p., n.d. Web. 16 May 2017. 
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TrainTrain

traveling perspective - inside and outside 
interior / exterior 
from station to station   
in time and motion 
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TrainTrain

The Train 
Currently exhibitions and collaborations take place inside static institutions, the 
majority of which are connected to train infrastructure. This connection between 
education and transportation can be utilized as a mobile platform for discussing, 

creating, and curating the future of textiles. 

This project proposes the creation of a mobile textile foundation for the H&M 
Foundation. It is imagined that the trains nomadic nature allows for its geographical 
location to change on an annual basis. Serving as a cultural institution, it will host 

thinkers, researchers, and creatives from the fields of design and beyond. 

With the opportunity to be placed on any train throughout the world, it is hoped that 
the foundations geographical location will influence and engage its riders to create and 

curate exhibitions through film, installations and publications that will activate and 
engage the public, and lead to further innovations and collaborations to better our 

knowledge and understanding of the possibilities of textiles.

Europe’s railway system 
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Scenario TrainScenario Train

Scenario 2018:  Train #1 

 
Proposal: A mobile textile foundation 

Train: Västtrafik train X51 
Owner: The H&M foundation  

Curator: The Textile Museum, Borås
Location: Gothenburg-Borås, Sweden

Future Users: Students, researchers from the Swedish School of textiles, Chalmers 
university of technology, Lund University, Beckmans collage of design, University Collage 
of arts, crafts and design, KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, SLU Swedish 

University of Agricultural Sciences, and other interested parties... 

Proposal:  

Questioning the roll of the cultural institution this project proposes the the creation 
of a mobile textile foundation, on the train between Gothenburg and Borås (Sweden’s 
historical textile hub). It focuses on the interplay between textiles and nature within 

an urban and mobile condition. Through mapping and preliminary research an 
understanding was gained of the global problematics inherent to the textile industry. 

In an attempt to connect, educate, and initiate a discourse regarding the possibilities of 
textiles, it is hoped that the train will acts as a platform for intensive cross-disciplinary 

pollination, which will contribute towards innovation in the use (re-use) of textiles 
throughout the fields of design. 

Study period : 20170123- 20170404 
Exhibition: Interweaving Landscapes  

Date of exhibition: 20170609- 20170831

Cinematic photos taken on the train between Gothenburg and Borås 
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TrainTrain

The Program & Design 

 
The program for the foundation is projected into the train. The mobile environment 
allows for new connections, interactions and associations to be made regarding textiles 
and landscape. Different techniques such as weaving, knitting, felting, threading, and 
layering are explored. The techniques and materials are used in a way that will trigger 
our senses and experiment with new possibilities. The environment(s) which are created 
are specifically made for creative thinkers to collaborate and experiment and at the same 
time be mobile - in motion - and interweaved.

After dissecting the elements which make up the interior of the train (see analysis) it 
becomes quite obvious that there are many opportunities to make the design of the 
train more flexible through the use of textiles. By removing the standardized seating the 
spatial value automatically increases, and seating can be re-designed, and re-orientated 
to put riders in contact with the landscapes they travel through. Rather than having 
a mono-cultural program for the train (only seating) six rooms are designed with 
different programs, creating a variety of experiences for riders. Each room explores the 
use of textile differently, and attempts to engage the public with tactile environments, 
addressing the unseen relationship of inside/outside that emerges while in-motion.

The program of the rooms on the train are organized by intensity and synergy.  A café 
and pop-up exhibition space are located at the core (social space), as you move in either 
direction, a library or workshop are suggested (learning space), and at either end there is 
a think-tank and laboratory (innovative space).

Through the use of textiles, unlimited possibilities for the exploration of colour, tactility 
and atmosphere, seasonally, and annually occur. This also allows for the spatial 
environment to change at any given time - privacy for one vs space for many. This 
flexibility means that the train as an institute/foundation has the ability to transform 
from a series of rooms into a catwalk within a matter of minutes.

think tank 

catwalk

transitional spaces

cir
cu

la
tio

n
pr

og
ra

m
th

em
e

The foundation 

weaving 

library

knitting 

café

felting

pop-up 

threading

workshop

layering

laboratory

smart textile
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Colours

Grey and colourful  LED lights that interact with it’s 
surrounding colours and activity in interweaved textile 

patterns.

Material and Techniques

Stainless steel will mirror it’s surroundings and be in constant 
flux. The LED lights light up the train during the night and 

will reveal the inside of the train. 

Train Train

Exterior 
1:200

A performance day and night. 
The surface of the exterior is a reflection of its surroundings, 

as the train arrives station to station it will create a 
semi-in-closed space and will put its riders on display for 

one and other as they are waiting, boarding, and entering or 
exiting the train. The mirroring of everyday life will reveal the 

public catwalk and enhance the experience of the station.
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Material and Techniques

Every room has different fabrics and is created from 
different textile techniques to show the future possibilities 

of textiles.

Colours

The colours vary in every room depending on; seasonality, 
material, technique and inspiration. 

AA

TrainTrain

Plan
1:200

Flexibility and Activity 
Through removing the existing seating the train becomes 

flexible. It is divided into 6 rooms; a think-tank, library, café, 
pop-up collective space, workshop, and laboratory. Each room  

uses textiles in a different way to create variation in space, 
scale, light, atmosphere, and tactility. 
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Experience 

Every room offers different experiences and possibilities to 
interact with textile in different materials to introduce us 
to our five senses. Smell, touch, taste, hear, and see textile. 

Inside / outside connection 

The interweaving of inside and outside will always effect 
each other. Seasons, day and nigh will show the fabrics, 

experiments with textile it is true nature and future. 

Train Train

Section  AA 
1:200 

Different possibilities and flexibilities throughout the train. 
As one moves through the train, they can find a space to 

meet, read, relax with a coffee, be creative, and explore the 
possibilities of textiles. This sequence of tactile environments 
allows for a different experience where ever you sit and puts 
attempts to connect you further with the landscape you are 

traveling through.
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Material and Techniques

The curtains are weaved in different densities and weaving 
techniques from flax produced from Växbo Lin in Sweden. 

Section BB

Interaction & Colours

The fabric is dyed with natural dyes inspired by the 
landscape in high contrasting lights. Shades of the Sunrise 

and Sunset. Different densities in the fabric make the 
weaved curtains work differently with acoustics. 

 

Think - Tank Room  
1:100

Quietness
A room that lets the viewer experiment with vertical carpets 

that hang from the ceiling. The carpets are all weaved in 
different densities to make the viewer educate themselves in 
the technique of weaving.  The carpets can be easily adjusted 
to create rooms at different scales for those who are speaking 
amongst each other and those who need to have a moment of 

silence.

TrainTrain

B
B

Filter on the windows 
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Interaction & Colours

Water braids and knits it’s way in the landscape and 
inside us. The design is inspired from water- like how 

water surrounds us all, and how flexible it is in nature.
 

The textile is dyed with colours inspired from the water 
rooms on the train journey in between Gothenburg and 

Borås. 

Material and Techniques
 

The room is designed with elements that are knitted with 
ropes and different types of stretch yarn to create a flexible 

environment. The floor is covered in a digitally printed 
textile depicting water in the landscape. 

Library
1:100

Stretched and flexible
The library is seen as an intimate space for reading. A series of 
knitted seats (hammocks) are attached with ropes and hooks 
to the ceiling and can be moved to different locations within 

the room. People can literally ‘hangout’ and get inspired.

Train Train

Section CC

C
C

Filter on the windows 
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Material and Techniques

Sweden produces 600 tons of wool each year, 140 tons get 
used, the rest goes to waste.  The felting of textiles offers 

the end user to become the weaver of their own stories. An 
old tradition of storytelling on textiles is con-temporized 

through the blend of industry and craft.

Interaction & Colours

 Wool has the ability to provide warmth and to cool. 
The wool is dyed in light pink to orange inspired from the  

agricultural fields between Gothenburg and Borås. 

Wool fibre under
 the microscope

Café
1:100

 
Fika 

 Two rolling sofas, inspired by the fibre structures of wool are 
located in the café. The rolls can be shifted around to create 
comfort and warmth. The café becomes a cozy space for a 

fika, and because of the orientation and flexibility of the sofa 
people can converse sitting directly across from each other, or 

take a nap and staring out into the landscape.

TrainTrain

Section DD

D
D

Filter on the windows 
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Interaction & Colours

Flexible screens make the viewer interact with different 
layers to understand the contrasting parts of a forest and 

how the light is creating a performance. The room with it’s 
poles interrupt the straight walking flow and make people 
choose their own route like walking in a forest. Windows 

with applied flexible colour filters are integrated into 
the experience and tactility of the room to make people 

activate and educate themselves.

Material and Techniques

Flexible screen curtains made out of layered recycled 
cotton that has been sewed together with different 

openings in the layers to let light from the windows seep 
through to create a three dimensional optical experience.  
The floor of the cart uses mirroring to make the room feel 

like a swamp.  

Pop-up
1:100

Exhibit
The pop-up is a collective space which can host exhibitions 

and or act as a small boutique to support work that is being 
done in the region. Inspired by the structure of a forest a 

simple structure of poles stand vertically, inserted between 
the ceiling and the floor, they can have shelving attached to 
them or textiles placed in-between, this provides flexibility 
according to the exhibition or function that will take place.

TrainTrain

Photo of pine forest Filter on the windows 

Section EE

E
E
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Interaction & Colours

Wind and the lightness of clouds found in textiles. The 
light curtains move easily from the wind. People can spot 

each other like shadows in motion. This room is like a 
ballet.  

Windows with applied flexible colour filters are integrated 
into the experience and tactility of the room to make 

people activate and educate themselves.  

Material and Techniques

The silk curtains have different degrees of transparency 
which shifts emphasis to texture, structure, movement and 

effect of layering. 
 

The silk curtains are sewed together in sections with 
transparent stripes to create invisible boarders in-between 

the curtains. 

Workshop
1:100

Innovate
 This space functions as a makers-space on the train. 

Providing an open space with fold-out desks faced towards 
the windows, and horizontal poles which fabric can be hung 
on, the workshop will be an ever changing  environment of 

production, keeping its users in contact with the landscape to 
provoke inspiration.

TrainTrain

Section FF

F
F

Filter on the windows 
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Interaction & Colours

Like some animals can shift their colours to camouflage 
themselves into their surroundings, this room interacts 

with the panoramic of the surrounding landscape and the 
modules shift in colours when it’s in motion. The small 
pieces of synthetic fibre are tactile, change colour from 

sensing body heat, can manically change in two directions, 
allowing train passengers to create their own patterns on 

the wall. 

Material and Techniques

The wall modules and curtains are created using electronic 
strings attached to the wall. The strings are connected to 
designed small pieces of recycled synthetic fibres that can 
be put in motion and respond to UV light, moisture, heat 
and friction. This means that the pieces transform from 
one colour to another while you touch them or when the 

train is in motion and fibres capture the surrounding 
landscape. 

Laboratory
1:100

Control Room
The laboratory is a room of experimentation. Here users will 
have control over different aspects of the train, lights, filters 
etc. It is a room where smart textiles and techniques can be 

tested, mapped and researched.

Train Train

Section GG

G
G

Filter on the windows 
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Material and Techniques

The floor and ceiling are designed with mirroring panels 
to welcome the exterior of the train into the interior of the 
train. Gaps are introduced in-between the panels on the 

floor using synthetic grass textiles.

Interaction & Colours

The mirroring effect will make the traveler feel like 
they are in a performance. Colours are light green with 

inspiration from the grass that fight their way through the 
asphalt on the open station platforms. 

Transitional Spaces
1:100

 
The transitional entrances, a space in constant motion and the 

boundary to the outside and inside. 

TrainTrain

Section HH

H
H
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When is textile       textile? 
“Landscapes have long been a source of 

inspiration for artists, but within the realm of 
textiles they take on a whole new life. The use 

of fibre, stitch, print and mixed media
 techniques opens up a range of possibilities for 

interpreting texture, light, colour and form.”

“Landscape Textile Art.” TextileArtist.org. N.p., 04 May 2016. Web. 07 
May 2017.
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“Compared to the territories submitted to the control 
and exploitation by man, the Third Landscape forms a 

privileged area of receptivity to biological diversity. Cities, 
farms and forestry holdings, sites devoted to industry, 
tourism, human activity, areas of control and decision 
permit diversity and, at times, totally exclude it. The 

variety  of species  in a field, cultivated land, or  managed 
forest is  low in comparison to that  of a neighbouring « 

unattended » space..” 

“From this point of view, the Third Landscape can be 
considered as the genetic reservoir of the planet, the space 

of the future…..” (Gilles Clement)

  
 

Part 3Landscapes in motion 

The urban entrance 
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UrbanUrban

Borås - The city of threads  
 

The infrastructure of the contemporary landscape is made up of many red threads 
braiding through one another connecting urban settlements together throughout 

the world. As new tracks and roads are laid interstitial landscapes are left trapped 
in-between. These forgotten spaces are what Gilles Clement refers to as the Third 

Landscape. Often these spaces are left and excluded from human activity, however 
they are spaces in-which we experience regularly during our daily,weekly, or monthly 
commutes. Our relationship and understanding (or lack there of) to the abundance of 
these continuous landscapes can be compared to that of the waste intrinsically tied to 

fast fashion.

In Borås, “the city that once dressed Sweden” the train threads through the urban 
fabric, wrapping around the school of textiles. Split in four directions of movement, 
the tracks allow for the exploration of the interstitial landscapes which lay adjacent 
to them. Through understanding the qualities and internal structures of textiles an 

artistic method is used to design these spaces. Focusing on the entrance points to the city, 
vegetation becomes the material in-which the urban textile is manifested from. 

Borås Textile Fashion Centre 

 57°42’34.35”N 12°55’8.20”E
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Interstitial spaces

Legend 
train line 
bike lane 
highway 
road
deciduous forest
mixed forest 
the swedish school of 
textiles 
educational facility
built environment 
3rd landscape 
train crossing 
water-body
1:20000 

Urban Urban
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The Site  

About 1,4 km from the central station of Borås by car or train. Surrounded by railway tracks 
on the left hand side and highway and bike lanes on the right hand side. The site is a space 
left over from the placement of infrastructure in the landscape.  The site is approximately 300 
meter long and vary from 10 to 50 meter in with.   

Legend 
train line 
bike lane 
highway 
road
deciduous forest
mixed forest 
built environment 
continuous landscape 
(3rd landscape)
Site 
river visnan 
scale: 1:5000 

The entrance of the city idea 

What is really an entrance to a city today? Instead of creating an intervention that 
introduce the visitors to Borås city is it simply possible to plant vegetation that seasonly 
bloom in a colour represent the city?  

 57°42’34.35”N 12°55’8.20”E  57°42’34.35”N 12°55’8.20”E
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Urban Urban

entrance

entrance

entrance

entrance

Borås Central 
Station 

Swedish school 
of textile 

The 4 entrances and a continuous landscape strategy  
 

Split in four directions of movements - it’s a possibility to create four entrances to the city. 
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non-woven braid 

woven knit

The colour red 

Carl von Linne is describing a red colour in his book from 1746 that he called: Byttele /Böttelse. The 
colour was sold by Västgötar over the entire country. It was produced from the moss lichen saxatilis, that 
they picked in Gothenburg and then dyed the textile with. 

The concept  
 

Braid, knit, weave or felt the landscape with vegetation.  
Every plant is a fibre, collectively creating threads - knitting, braiding, and felting colours, 
textures, and patterns - dressing the landscape seasonally, forming temporal space, shelter, 

rhythms,and scales, revealing the textile in the landscape as it is traveled through.
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UrbanUrban

Vegetation

The vegetation that has been selected will provide seasonal vari-
ations of red throughout the year. Through the layering of trees, 
woody shrubs, grasses, and perennials a variety of hieghts will 

be created. Both in plan and in section the planting will grow to 
have similar qualities to that of textiles. Vegetation has the ability 
to become a textile in the landscape, however as fashion typically 

deals with form, vegetation has the ability to deal with forma-
tion, providing an ever changing environment full of textures, 

colours, and patterns.

seasonal 
sections :

winter 

spring 

summer 

autumn

seasonal 
colour 

palette :

Winter 

Spring 

Summer 

Autumn

Cornus sericea 
Baileyi’

(dogwood)

Cornus sericea 
Baileyi’

(dogwood)

Cornus sericea 
Baileyi’

(dogwood)

Prunus avium
(cherry)

Pyrus 
chanticleer

(bradford pear)

Betula 
pubescens rubra

(birch)

Phleum pratense
(grass)

Phleum pratense
(grass)

Sphágnum 
magellánicum 

(moss)

Papaver 
(poppy)

Fragaria vesca 
(wild strawberry)

Vaccinium 
(lingonberry)

Sorbus x 
intermedia
(Swedish 

whitebeam)
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Urban Urban

braided + non-woven  knit + woven

. 

felting through 2 opposing bands of planting - on 
the one side a band of cornus on the other grasses 
that meet and melt together

braiding because of the third and fourth layer 
of trees and perennials that twist through the 
grasses and dogwoods.

knitting - alternating rows of dogwood and grass-
es interlock, and as they becomes tighter they are 
interweaved due to the opposing directions of 
planting and further in the vertical section due to 
the birch planting and perennials

weave by interlacing long threads passing in one 
direction with others at a right angle to them.

1:2000 1:2000 
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UrbanUrban

non-woven braid  1:1000 

braided + non-woven

dogwood

peren
nials

bir
ch

 gra
ss

che
rry

site

perennials

dogwood +grass

birch + cherry
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UrbanUrban

knit + woven

woven knit scale: 1:1000 

site

perennials

dogwoods +grass

birch + cherry

grass
 

birch
dogwood

cherry 

peren
nials 

per
enn

ials
 

bir
ch

 
gra

ssdo
gw

oo
dche

rry
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UrbanUrban

winter
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UrbanUrban

spring
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UrbanUrban

summer
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UrbanUrban

autumn
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UrbanUrban

Entrance in speed &  time 
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 The future of our cities is in collaboration, experimentation, education, and innovation 
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Photos from exhibition at the School of Architecture, Lund  
2017-06-09  
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Photos from presentation at the School of Architecture, Lund  
2017-06-09  
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Interweaving landscapes investigates many different scales and walks between a practical 
way of solving pieces of the problem but also is an open study for myself as a student. 

The area between Gothenburg and Borås became my site of exploration. The project 
investigated this site from a territorial scale of the landscape to the interior scale of 
the train. The project is an experiment and has generated pros and cons. One of the 
disadvantages may be that many see the work as a fragmented, a cluster of several 

projects. In my own opinion, it is not important to find good results. I believe it is more 
valuable to ask good questions and have a rich process. I believe this project strives to do 

so. 

Now that I’m doing a reflection of my project, I’m proud that I dared to wander between 
the large scale and small. When I presented the interior scale, there where many who 
expressed that I could have been more generous. But when I chose to instead let the 

textiles and its properties design the space out of history, I could keep myself at a 
comfortable distance as a designer. This is a good method that I will use in the future 

as a professional architect. Using a narrative as a method in the process allowed me as 
an architect to look at my proposal with more than two eyes, and helped in the design 

process to refer back to. 
 

After graduation, I see potential for this project to be used in practice. For example, it 
would be interesting to present it to H & M in Stockholm and for the school in Borås. 

Maybe we can have a Swedish textile train running in Sweden in the future.

Lessons & reflection  
 

It has been very exciting and instructive to explore such a problematic area as the textile 
industry, questioning: How can textual consumption be visualized and investigated in 

different scales, to look at possibilities to influence and re-use? 

Everyone I collaborated with on the project has had opinions and became very surprised 
at how much this problematic actually has to do with (western) cities and consumption. 

The thesis work is strongly influenced by my personal references and ideas about how 
I live and view the profession of architecture. I grew up on the island Helgö in Växjö, 

Sweden. My family taught me how to live as local as possible, from local food to second-
hand clothing from neighbours. 

Today’s fashion industry effects us all. The “wear and tear” trend has increased so much 
that it’s difficult to avoid future problems, yet many people are blind to this and do not 

know how much this problem is effecting the global environment. It is then interesting to 
look at how we can solve this problem spatially and reflect on the gaps between people, 

infrastructure and nature. It was interesting to work through the project in two opposing 
manners; pragmatic and artistic.
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Analysis  
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Global Study of Textiles 
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Landscape and Colour study 
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The Global Clothing - Industry 

It’s not about improving the conditions, it’s 
about changing the system. 

Richard Wolff, The True Costs documentary, 2015 

“By the year 2025, 83 per cent of 
the expected global population 
will be living in developing 
countries. . . . Agriculture has 
to meet this challenge. . . . 
Major adjustments are needed 
in agriculture, environmental 
and macro economic policy, at 
both national and international 
levels, in developed as well as 
developing countries, to create 
conditions for sustainable 
agriculture and rural 
development.” 

(United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development, 
1992)

Global Study Global Study 
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The global study was made to understand:

-past-future in the clothing industry 
-global invisible system of the clothing industry and how it works

-map out the historical layer of Sweden’s clothing history 
-the lost connection with the landscape 

-the infrastructural connection to industrial cities 
-understand recycling and it’s future

 

Global Study Global Study 
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This is what you wear! 

Birth defects, mental illness, 
and cancers.  In Kanpur, India 
70-80 kids/village are mentally 
and physically handicapped. 
Families can’t afford medical 
cost so they essentially wait for 
their children and relatives to 
die.  

Since 1999- 2015 there have 
been 250,000 farmer suicides 
in India. One farmer every 
30min. This is the largest 
recorded wave of suicides in 
history. Environmental justice 
and human rights are being 
abused due to fast fashion. This 
is leading to territorial poverty 
and puts the cost of clothing 
above the livelihoods of those 
who fabricate them. The 
natural world has limits - stress 
in the natural system. 

The Clothing Industry  
The global fashion 
industry: 
•	 is a $2,5 trillion per 

year business 
•	 is responsible for 

85% of all textiles 
that end up in 
landfills (21 billion 
tons per year)

•	 creates non-
biodegradable waste 
that lasts up to 200 
years 

•	 contributes 11% of 
the world’s methane 
emissions 

•	 those emissions 
are responsible for 
more than 1/3rd 
of anthropogenic 
global warming. 

Ecological narcotics:

Kanpur, India is knows 
as the leather capital of 
India. 

•	 50 million liters 
of toxic water is 
dumped into the 
river Ganya. 

•	 800 million Hindus 
live of that river. The 
pollution enters the 
whole life cycle and 
effects humans.

•	 A genetically 
modified organism 
(GMO) cost 17000% 
more for farmers

•	 Same company 
makes seeds, 
pesticides, fertilizers, 
and medicines.  

Global Study Global Study 
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STRAIT OF 
HORMUZ

HAMBURG

0-0,05 
PM concentration Micro-grams/m3 World’s largest ports (by cargo 

volume per year)

10 million tons

100 million tons

500 million tons

0,05-0,10

shipping 

tropical belt 

h&m hub

h&m retail

h&m factory

0,10-0,20

0,20-0,50

0,50-1,0

1,01-2,0

This map visualizes how 
important it is to change the 
system. We need to raise the 
question about global awareness 
and climate change.  
 
The need for textile fibers is 
growing - by 2050 the demand 
is expected to triple. This is 
caused in-part by urbanization 
and a growing middle class. The 
production of petroleum-based 
textile fibers and cotton fibers 
have already peaked and cause 
stress on the environment many 
ways.  

Consumption  
 

Globally and average of 80 billion items of clothing are purchased every year. The textile industry is measured by 
profit. It’s a competitive system that is owned by the fast fashion brands. It’s an amoral system that keeps pushing 
all the costs down. H&M is the second largest clothing corporation in the world, approximately $18 billion (USD) 

every year. It is the largest manufacturer of clothing in Cambodia and Bangladesh. 

Who will stitch our underwear?  

What do we mean by “globalization”? That we have the whole world within our reach thanks to Norwegian and 
Ryan Air? That Facebook knows no boundaries or do we refer to free movement of capital and goods?  

 
Within the textile industry, an industry that’s been global ever since the industrialization, countries who were 

producing commodities in the past are the industrial producers of today. While the West has its focus on services 
and R&D. But what happens when a country like China no longer has a place for, nor interest in, being the source 
of the low cost production needs of the West? Who will then ensure that we can change underwear as often as we...

well change underwear? (Textil Museet, Borås)

SOUTH 
 AMERICA

NORTH AMERICA

The Flow of Cargo, Pollution, 
H&M factories and Retail stores 

EUROPE

AFRICA

AUSTRALIA

TOP EXPORTERS

TOP IMPORTERS CHINA $1,326 BILLION

CHINA $1,639 BILLION JAPAN $759

GULF OF ADEN  
An uptick in piracy has forced 
boats to speed their way through 
these waters off Somalia, which 
costs the shipping industry 
roughly $2.7 billion each year 
in extra fuel  

PANAMA CANAL  
Roughly 2 million containers 
will travel through the canal 

each week.  

UNITED STATES $576

UNITED STATES $1,212 JAPAN $752 TAIWAN $510

S.KOREA $461

S.KOREA $478

SAUDI ARABIA $604
2011

ASIA

GIBRALTAR.  

SUEZ CANAL

NOVOROSSIYSK

ST. PETERSBURG

ANTWERP

ROTTERDAM

SHANGHAI

MUMBAIDUBAI

MADRAS

QINGDAO

GUANGZHOU
XIAMEN

SINGAPORE

DAMPIER

HAY POINE

NEW CASTLE

PORT KLANG

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

RICHARDS BAY 

SALDANHA 
BAY

TUBARAO

ITAQUI

PORT OF NEW YORK 
AND NEW JERSEYNEW ORLEANS

LOS ANGELES

VANCOUVER

HOUSTON

LAZARO CARDENAS

DUPBAN

HONG KONG

SHENZHEN

TIANJIN

DALIAN

YOKOHAMA

BUSAN

NAGOYA

0 2000km

SOURCES: IHS GLOBAL INSIGHT; INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF SHIPPING, HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF GLOBAL STUDIES 7 GEOGRAPHY; NATIONAL CENTER FOR ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
AND SYNTHESIS; UNITED CONSULTANTS, JOURNAL OF COMMERCE; WORLD SHIPPING COUNCIL 

3000km

LEGEND

Global Study Global Study 
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1. oil re�nery
2. zaragoza, spain, nylon production
3. polymerisation
4. extrusions, heat
5. melt spinning, air exposed thread production
6. warping
7. paderborn,germany
8. knitting
9. colouring(8hrs)
10. heating
11. riga,latvia, fabrication
12. cutting
13. pressing
14. sewing 
15. export

1

1

2,16
3

4
5

17
18

19

20
6

7

89

101112

1314
15

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8
9

11 10

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

Nylon

Silk1. mulberry leaves picked
2. larvae eat 4 servings of leaves
3. larvae spin 300,000 threads (6 days)
4. boil cacoon (larvae die)
5. spinning threads
6. decoction
7. drying(24h)
8. colouring
9. drying
10. weaving
11. export

25 cacoons  = 1 thread
1kg silk   = 800 eggs
3m fabric  = 36 days
transportation =0km

10,000 l water/ 1kg cotton
1% cotton is organic
70% cotton hand picked
growin in over 80 countries
1 shirt = 2700 l water + 0.6kg chemicals

1

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
910

11

2

3
4 5

6

7

8

9

11
12

131415

12

13
14

15
1617

10

Cotton

viscose 

1. pesticide applicaiton to seeds
2. planted (2 months germination)
3. watering (10,000L/1kg of cotton
4. cultivated(4-6months)
5. rinsed
6. bailed
7. opened
8. cardning
9. spinning
10. warping
11. steaming
12.weaving
13.cutting
14. sewing
15. export

1. väro, sweden
2. mulching
3. invenntia, stockholm, sweden
4. cooked
5. screened
6. baged
7. bleached
8. borås
9. mixing w/ adhesive and water
10. mölndal, sweden
11. water spinning
11. straining
12. texturing
13. cardning
14.straining
15.circular knitting
16. colouring
17. export 1000kg wood = 400kg textile

1. sheep (north africa)
2. kvam, norway
4. clipping
5. weighing
6. stapled (2weeks)
7. gul, norway
8. packaged
9. grimstad, norway
10. washed in soda (15 mins)
11. rinsing
12. drying
13.  cardning
14. spinning
15. twisting
16. kvam, norway
17. colouring
18. drying (2 days)
19. felting (shampoo+water)
20. export

1kg wool = 15 l water
1 sheep = 30 beanies
transport 1180 km

The Flow 

Examples of the essential elements used to produce textiles and their production chain. 
 
  
 

Global Study Global Study 
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NATURAL 
FIBRE 

YARN 
(SPIN-
NING)

PETROCHEM-
ICALS

FABRIC  
(WEAVING,
KNITTING,
FINISHING)

US GARMENT FACTORIES 
(DESIGNING,CUTTING,SEW-
ING,
BUTTONHOLING,IRONING)

BRAND - NAMED 
APPAREL COMPANIES 

ASIAN GARMENT CON-
TRACTORS 

OVERSEAS BUYING 
OFFICES 

DOMESTIC AND 
MEXICAN /CARIBBEAN 
BASIN 
SUBCONTRACTOR

DOMESTIC AND OVER-
SEAS SUBCONTRACTORS TRADING COM-

PANIES 

OFF PRIZE FACTORY 
OUTLET, MAIL ORDER, 
OTHERS, 
MARKETING NETWORKS

DISCOUNT 
CHAINS 

MASS MERCHANDISE 
CHAINS 

SPECIALITY 
STORES 

DEPARTMENT 
STORES 

SYNTHETIC
FIBERS

COTTON, 
WOOL, SILK, 
FLAX ETC

OIL, 
NATURAL 
GAS

RAW MATERIAL 
NETWORK

GLOBAL TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
VALUE CHAIN TEXTILE COMPO-

NENTS

TEXTILE COMPONENTS

TEXTILE MAUFAC-
TORS

TEXTILE MAUFACTORS

ALL RETAIL 
OUTLETS

ALL RETAIL OUTLETS

WASTE

RETAIL 
OUTLETS

COMPONENT 
NETWORK

PRODUCTION 
NETWORK

EXPORT 
NETWORK

SYNTHET-
IC FIBRE 

Environmental Cost
 

The second highest polluting industry on earth is the the global fashion industry, which brings in $2,5 trillion  
(USD) per year. It is responsible for 85% of all textiles that end up in landfills (21 billion tons per year), 

creates 11% of the world’s methane emissions - and those emissions are responsible for more than one- third of 
anthropogenic global warming.  Kanpur, India is known as the leather capital of India. 50 million liters of toxic 
water are dumped into the river Ganya annually. 800 million Hindus live on that river. The pollution enters the 

whole life cycle and effects humans.  

Economic Cost

The approximate economic cost for 1 t-shirt

Export, Toll, Insuranse
7:40 sek

To Store 
40 Sek 

100% Cotton 

Made in Bangladesh 

Manufacturer
pro�t 4:20 SEK

Labour 1 Sek

Manufacturer admin 
0:50 Sek

Agent 
1:30 Sek 

The True Cost

 
 
  
 

Global Study Global Study 
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Even if Sweden might stand out with 0 waste it is not helping the rest of the system out.  
 

The waste loop with clothing is invisible for the public. All commercials about giving away your clothes 
and fabrics to charity maybe worked well as a good thought from the beginning but the future looks 
dark. The donated clothes that ends up in developing countries simultaneously end up destroying the 

local economies and ecologies, due to their low cost and short life span. In the end it all end up in 
landfills somewhere else. 

 
So the closed loop is not really closed and works now, but what about the future? 

The need for textile fibers is growing - by 2050 the demand is expected to triple. So this system has a 
need to go visual for the public. We need to make our fabrics stay in the systems through recycling and 

up-cycling 

8kg out of 13.5 goes to waste - only 10 % goes back into the system through charity stores 
 

H&M started a project called closing the loop 2013. Recycling stations were placed in the store to 
make people recycle more. Since the projected started H&M has collected 38 tons of clothing. All stores 

are connected to a system where trucks picks up the clothes from the stores and drive them down to 
Germany to a big sorting plant. The thought for the future is to re-use the recycled textiles back into the 

production of new items.  

Sweden is very good with collecting clothes and we have many recycling projects going on such as Re-
Tex in Borås. There is a lot of research being made around wood textile and re-use so maybe we will get 

the industry back into Sweden?  
 
 
 - 

How can this system get more visual? 

How can recycled textiles be used in the fields of design? 
 

Closing the loop  
The Recycling Loop & Waste System 

  
 

Global Study Global Study 
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Drags AB:s wool factory, 
Norrköping 1947

Sweden’s textile History
 

Where were all he textile factories in Sweden located and why were they located there? 
Where are they located today?  

 
Industry was among the first to be mechanized and lay the foundations for the Industrial 
Revolution. Spinning machines were invented in England in the late 1700s. Sweden’s first 

textile mills began in the early 1800s. The Swedish textile industry was mainly located 
in Gothenburg, Norrköping, Borås, and in southern Sweden. In 1911 there were 175 

textile factories in Norrkoping. In Skåne the textile industry was established later than 
in Norrköping and Sjuhäradsbygden. In Skåne textile manufacturers had very close 

contacts with Germany and the German textile industry. German August Schmidt was, for 
example, head of Malmo Wool AB in the late 1800s. After the merger with Manufaktur AB 

became the largest textile group, MAB and MYA Group.

Borås was for a long period Sweden’s textile hub, with thriving and well-known textile 
factories such as Algots, founded in 1907 by Algot Johansson, and Eiser. Algots clothes were 
very popular both before and after World War II. In 1952 Algots produced nearly 2 million 

garments.
In the late 1960- 1970, the Swedish textile industry began to feel the competition from 

newly industrialized countries with low working wages and the “textile crisis” hit Sweden. 
 
 

Through mapping out the history of textiles, important layers in the landscape were revealed 
that act as keys for choosing the textile production sites.  Layers such as climate and water 
resource that could act as a source of energy to the industries, landscape for agriculture and 
infrastructure for export and import. 

Spinning Jenny came to Sweden 
from England 1890 

Wahlqvistska Textile factory,Växjö, 
1824

Borås Textile centra. Photo from 
1955 factory Algots. 

1960-1970 The Swedish Textile 
Crise. 

In 1911 there were 175 textile 
factories in Norrköping

Uppsala Textile factory, 1943 Production of linnen, 1920, Dalarna 

Almedahl textile factory, 1848 Slottsmöllan, Halmstad 1856

0 50km

Sources 
Map of Sweden: Lantmäteriet  
The textile revolution information: Tekniska museet 

LEGEND

Historical Hubs and textile production 

Hubs 2016 

textile production 2016

Water bodies 

productive land (farms)

cities 

100km0 50km

Sources 
Map of Sweden: Lantmäteriet  
The textile revolution information: Tekniska museet 

LEGEND

Historical Hubs and textile production 

Hubs 2016 

textile production 2016

Water bodies 

Borås textile centra ,  
textile- education, 

research . 

Gothenburg , Almedahls factory 

Wahlqvistska Textile 
factory,Växjö, 1824 

Wool 

Wahlqvistska Textile 
factory,Växjö, 1824 

Malmö, textile produc-
tion until 1990 

Gotland mill factory 2001-  
Wool

World known, 
Stockholm fashion hub

Uppsala Textile 
factory

Hälsingland, Linnen 
production , Växbo Lin 

1989- 

Norrköping, 
1911 , 175 textile 

factories

productive land (farms)

cities 

100km

Global Study Global Study 
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Historical timeline of textiles and the close con-
nection to the landscape 
colours  1800 - 2000 in Borås 

1900- 1909 1910- 1919 1920- 1929 1930- 1939 1940- 19491600 -1700 1800

Production with 
wool and linnen 
in Borås. Carl von 
Linne is describing 
a colour in his book 
from 1746 that 
he called: Byttele 
/Böttelse. The 
colour was sold by 
Västgötar over the 
entire country. It 
was produced from 
the moss lichen 
saxatilis, that they 
picked in Gothen-
burg and then dyed 
the textile with. 

The 
colours 
of the 
clothes 
where 
dark, 
black, 
dark 
blue and 
brown. 

The dark 
fabrics got 
forgotten more 
and more. 
The clothing 
got colours of 
green, grey, 
brown

Light pastel 
colours and 
more loose fit 
in the design.

the happy 
20th the first 
world war was 
over. Start of a 
creative period 
. The artist 
Sonia Delau-
nay showed 
textile patterns 
in geometric 
and colourful 
variations at 
the world expo 
1925 in Paris. 

with the 
Stockholm Ex-
hibition came 
functionalism 
and elegant. 
The clothing 
was designed 
in neutral and 
elegant colours.  
 
 

The second 
world war 
made it hard 
to import cot-
ton. The local 
production of 
wool, flax and 
hemp fabrics 
increased.  

The River Viskan  
 
In 1669 Borås started their first 
dying company and when textile industry in 
Borås expanded they had 20 of them all placed 
in direct contact with the river. The industries 
dumped the dyed water out in the river so people 
living in the city could everyday enjoy a rainbow 
of different colours in the river. 

1950- 1959 1960- 1969 1970- 1979 1980- 1989 1990- 1999

The textile 
industry 
invented a new 
model - the 
teenager. The 
fashion was 
feminine  

Companies in 
Sweden started 
to move their 
production 
abroad. Light 
colours on the 
textiles. 

The jeans 
decade. Flower 
power.  

“Yuppi” - 
young urban 
professional. 
Oversized 
costumes and 
patterns. 

Influenced 
by American 
design. 

Global Study Global Study 
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Reflection  
 

- understand the problematics, system, effects and how invisible  the 
system is today. 

How can the numbers be made visible?  
 

Can we do something with all the waste? 
 

How can we spread the word about the problem? 
 

How can we use our innovative minds to find opportunities in our 
system of today?  

 
How can the textile industry spread it’s amazing possibilities into other 

fields of collaboration?  
 

How can innovation become more public? 

Global Study Global Study 
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Analysis Train Analysis Train

Train- Assembly 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

Analysis of the existing train  
 

In order to prove the flexibility of a train there was primarily a need to 
understand the existing construction and explore the possibilities that 

were available for the transformation of the train.  
 
 

The analysis explores how to approach the transformation of the 
existing train by assembling the already-made parts and spaces and 

reflect about how they can be more flexible.  

Every part gets its own question.
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.400

Train: X50-X54 
 

Seats: 135-166 
length: 53900 mm 

Manufacturer: Bombardier 
Year: 2000-2004, 2008, 2012-2013

Owner: Transitio  
 

Can the train be more flexible?  

Can the train be working as a device to create performance? 

Host mobile events? 

Change during the time of the day and year to study textile in it’s true 
nature?  

Can the train work as a laboratory to activate the passengers and raise 
awareness about textile? 

Blur out the interior and the exterior boarders? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.400

# f1f3f8 #aab5c8 #ffeb31 #f3a713 # 000000

 
 

The Exterior  
 

Västtrafikens colours palette of the exterior is strong. You can easily 
spot the train. The exterior is a contrast to the landscape it travels 

through. 

Can the exterior be a continually changing encounter in which subject 
and object, inside and outside are in constant flux?  
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Analysis Train Analysis Train

Handels  
Plastic 

#c7c7c6

Blinds
Fabric
#ececec 

Ceiling & floor 
floor: linoleum 
Cieling: steel

#aeaaa2

Back of seats 
hard plastic

#92908f

Wall  
Plastic

#595959

Wall and seathandels
Wood: Birch 

#c3af8a 

Saet Fabric 
Wool

#4668ac

Seat Fabric 
Wool

#8fbad3

Sign 
plastic

#000000

Blind detail
leather  

# 9d5a2f

The Interior  
Colours & Materials  

Can the interiors colours change during the time of the day and season? 

Can the colours of the interior be more true against it’s nature outside, 
change during the day?  
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.200

Circulation & Movement
 

4 entrances to the train  
Straight movement inside the train.  

- Can the spatial quality inside the train be more elaborative and 
flexible to host different events? 

Can the four entrances be a space that blur out the inside and  inside? 
and work as a visual echo-chamber?
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.200

The Seating  
 

If you travel as a group of people and want to enjoy the time together or 
travel just simply alone the choice for seating is rather static. 

Three options: 
 

1. Table seat, group of six or four  
2. Group of two  
3. Hallway seat  

 
Can we create flexible seating? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.50

The Window

The window is the source of light, the key element for thinking. The 
in-between element between the interior and the exterior.  

A view becomes a window 

Can the window get filters with different lights to activate the
 passengers? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.50

The Seat 

Question: Can the chair be more flexible? 

-movable and flexible? 
-made out of textile? 

-be more close to the passengers? 
-work together with the outside climate?
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.50

The Table 
 

A functional and social furniture

-Can we create tables be movable and flexible? 
-Change size?  

 
Can they be turned outwards to the landscape?
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.50

The Shelfs  
 

Temporary space for luggage. 

- can the shelfs be made out of textile? 
-flexible and stretchable?
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.25

The Lights 

The contrast to the darkness outside.

-can the lights work together with the textiles? 
- be more natural? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.200

The  Toilet 

The only private room on the train 

-can the wall around the toilet get used for displaying information?  
 

-Is it possible to create private environments? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.25

The Hanger   
 

Used for hanging garments.  

-can the hangers get more tasks?
-be movable? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.1

The Socket  
 

electrical connection 
the connection to the fast world. 

- produced in textile? 
- movable? 
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

1.50

The Blinds

Adjustable window covering with light fabric. 

Can the blinds get more functions? 

- stretched? 
-used as chairs? 

- used for covering?
- create privacy ?

-create space ?
- changed over the season? 

-provide choice of different size?
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Analysis TrainAnalysis Train

Reflection  

 
 This study looks at the interior of a train and to understand and 

question all the parts that a train exist of. 

Is it possible to make the seating more flexible? 

Do the ready-made products decide the dimensions in the project? 

During this study it became apparent that the seating and the window 
will determine how activated the room becomes. This effects the interior 
of a room by deciding how furniture can be placed, where one wants to 
sit and read a book alone, where one can sit in a group with others and 

so on. The exterior of the room is equally important. 

How is a corridor interpreted? 

Where can one stop to take a rest? 

How does one experience architecture sequentially from space to space?

How can the static rooms in the train become more flexible?
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Landscape  
&  

Colour  Study  
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Site visit  20170302 
Gothenburg - Borås 

Västkusttåget: 12.10 - 13.14
Tool: camera, notebook 

Landscape - Colour study - Time, Speed and Motion 

Purpose: Register the train trip and it’s surrounding landscape between 
Gothenburg and Borås.  

Tools: Camera, notebook  

Landscape & Colour Study Landscape & Colour Study
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Station 
to 

Station 
Gothenburg - Borås
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

12
.1

0 

4 moh 
 57°42’33.06”N  11°58’23.45”E

GÖTEBORG

12.15

10 moh 
 57°41’44.42”N  11°59’44.37”E

LISEBERG
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

12
.2

5

MÖLNLYCKE

54 moh 
 57°39’24.90”N   12° 7’7.18”E

12.40

137 moh 
32° 39’10’’S 70° 0’40’’W

HINDÅS
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

12
.4

8

RÄVLANDA

67 moh 
 57°39’15.55”N   12°30’1.52”E

12.52

BOLLEBYGD

86 moh 
 57°40’2.08”N  12°34’7.98”E
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

13
.0

4

SANDARED

161 moh 
 57°42’34.77”N   12°47’31.11”E

13.14

BORÅS

138 moh 
 57°43’14.35”N  12°55’55.96”E
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Time  & Speed 
Reflection
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study
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Landscape & Colour Study Landscape & Colour Study

Colour - study  - visual effects  
4 identified rooms 

urban  
forest
water

agriculture
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Urban
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Forest
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Water
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Agriculture
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Landscape & Colour Study Landscape & Colour Study

Contrast
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Urban
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Forest
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Water
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Landscape & Colour Study Landscape & Colour Study

Agriculture 
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Landscape & Colour StudyLandscape & Colour Study

Reflection  
 

The primary aim of the study trips “landscape and time study” was 
to explore how the effect of being mobile in time an different speeds 

effected me as a passenger in the interior of the train, the effect of the 
seasonal colours from different rooms in the landscape and how they 

effected the inside of the train. And to document the different rooms in 
between Gothenburg and Borås by camera. 

Movement and the notion of boundary

In motion, in between, the inside and outside 
- the exterior and the interior -

layers of information - data 
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Workshop Workshop

Interview & workshop

Interior vs material, performance and interaction 
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https://aleksandersahr.com/

Reflection
 

After having a few interviews it was the interview with Aleksander that gave me good insights in the field 
of clothing. How important it is for the field to collaborate with other fields to open up for new innovations, 

experimentations and meetings.  
 

 
 

Alexander Sahr 
Interview 2016- 11-24 at the Academy of the Arts, Oslo.  

Aleksander is a fashion Design and Costume Design student at Oslo National Academy of 
the Arts, in Norway. 

 

The Interview

L-Linn 
A-Aleksander 

L- Quick explanation of the topic.  
A- wow - you are here at the right time. I have a course in design methodology and we are discussing the 

future of the industry. 
L- What is the future for the field of textiles?  

A- I believe that the future is interdisciplinary studies as a designer and biotechnology and 3d printing. 
Automated production is already here - like knitting machines. 

L- Can you explain the usage of biotechnology and how we can balance that with the landscape?  
A- I believe that we can take away part of the agriculture like the leather production, modern meadow have 

done studies with leather imitation.  (http://www.modernmeadow.com/) 
L- What is your knowledge about fast-fashion/slow-fashion and your thought about the future?  

A- The generation that are growing up now is known to another platform of user-ship instead of consumption. 
The bigger corporations are driven by the consumption and has to change their system towards a more 

conscious and quality driven thinking - maybe start renting out their clothes . I don’t believe in slow-fashion, 
I think the speed will just increase. The way we look at fashion will change - style will increase, maybe we will 

in the end have a fluid wardrobe. 
L- Can you develop the meaning of fluid wardrobe?

A- Fluid wardrobe or no wardrobe, the view at “ownership” will change. We will own the basic clothes that are 
important for us, like a winter jacket and the rest is fluid. The fluidness will create less production and waste.  

L- What is your vision with your own brand in the future and how do you start after graduating?  
A- I will use the network from school and try to find a studio to start my business in. My vision is about 

custom-made design and interdisciplinary projects. I will start small and try to gather different professions 
under my own roof through time. I want people to identify my brand with quality and identity. By working 
with custom made design it is important for me to create a social platform with my customers. I will be free 

from the thought that maybe my products will end up in a store and through new technology it can be possible 
to sell the same product 80 times.  

L - If I then pack all your thought together and create a scenario about it- Your vision is a closed loop with a 
social network within the field of creative souls and customers with a base of new technology (every studio can 
3d print custom made pieces) and share knowledge, can you then imagine the transparency of these processes 

in public?  
A- Yes that would be amazing, wow if it could be like that here.  

L- Is the textile network helpful and strong in Oslo?  
A- Yes, it is very strong, we have a lot of collectives working together, the school is really helpful and we have a 

strong platform.   
A- another thing that is in change is the way of how to show clothes- (article- Bridging the gap between the 
runway and the nightclub) The show of clothes is fluid and has no many platforms today, constant change. 

From designers like Admir Batlak using the gallery.  
L - How will the social layer change?  

A- people will get more brand-loyal, more conscious about the whole circle of life.  
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WorkshopWorkshop

Workshop: 2017-04-17   
Location: Oslo academy of arts

Students: Aleksander Sahr, Fashiondesign, Oslo academy of arts 
Martin Bergo Selsjord, Dance Art and Choreographic Thinking, 

University College of Dance Art 
 

Background: After a successful interview with Aleksander Sahr in the preparation phase of the project I 
planned to meet him later in my project to introduce a workshop to see if it could be as helpful as the inter-

view for me.  This time he also invited his boyfriend that studies choreographic thinking. 

Topic off workshop  
Textile in the train interior and exterior and it’s possibility to perform.  

 
Process 

Through drawings of the train with it’s new proposed interior and different textiles the creative discussion 
started. Important aspect to the future of educations and it’s mobility got raised, the activity on stations and 

easily show things for a broader public and textiles in it’s true nature.  

-senses and the body 
-textiles 

-time - atmosphere 
- seasonality - warm/cold - light /dark 

-tactility - interaction 
-performance -experience - shadow-play

-innovations 
-adaptability - flexibility 

- symbiosis
-form - colour

Reflection: 
The workshop showed that me with a background in art and architecture together with one fashion designer 

and a dancer could have so much fun and raise so many new questions.  
When you find the right team - it just flows!  

The workshop gave me great input in so many ways and scales. Both pragmatic and poetic. 

 
This workshop is something that could happen on the train.  
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Fondazione Prada  
1993- (2017)

Mission 

For the last two decades, Fondazione Prada’s activities have analyzed intentions and relevance through 
an evolution of projects. These have included ‘Utopian’ monographic artist commissions, contemporary 

philosophy conferences, research exhibitions and initiatives related to the field of cinema. With the 
opening of a permanent cultural complex in Milan, the Fondazione offers new opportunities to enlarge 

and enrich our processes of learning.

‘What is a cultural institution for?’ This is the central question of today. We embrace the idea that culture 
is deeply useful and necessary as well as attractive and engaging. Culture should help us with our 

everyday lives, and understand how we, and the world, are changing. This assumption will be key for the 
Fondazione’s future activities.

Our main interest is ideas, and the ways in which mankind has transformed ideas into specific disciplines 
and cultural products: literature, cinema, music, philosophy, art and science. With the new venue, the 

Fondazione’s range of knowledge will be expanded. Each field will be afforded its autonomy but have the 
same overall aim. They will co-exist with one another, leading to unpredictable resonances and cultural 

intersections.

An attitude of openness and invitation characterizes the political mood of the new Milano premises. We 
will assert the possibility of participation at all levels for all generations. We will try to find new ways for 

sharing ideas. Attempts to redefine education programs will go alongside with rethinking the notion of 
the Library. Another possible question how a contemporary art institution can engage with the Cinema 

without becoming a film festival.

Art is the Fondazione’s main and given instrument of working and learning. A territory of freethinking 
in which established, indelible figures– as well as emerging approaches– are welcomed. The Prada 
Collection, comprising mostly of works from the 20th and 21st centuries, is another one of our given 

instruments. Our collection is conceived as a resource of perspectives and of potential energy. We will 
invite different kind of people to provide new interpretations of undetected ideas from the collection: 

curators, artists, architects but also scientists and students, thinkers and writers.

This emphasis on range and repertoire of knowledge is reflected in the spatial composition of the 
Fondazione Prada in Milan. Formerly a distillery dating back to the 1910s, the transformation leads 
to an architectural configuration that combines preexisting buildings with three new structures. The 

combined result is a campus of post-industrial and new spaces, alternately intimate and expansive, while 
the courtyards provide a common public ground, open to the city. This rich spatial array will encourage 

quick and improvised reactions to cultural stimuli.
Finally, the Fondazione new institutional structure embodies the overall aim towards reinvention. It 
has become an open structure, where ideas are freely exchanged between the Presidents, the Artistic 
and Scientific Superintendent, Fondazione Prada’s curatorial departments and the Thought Council, 
a group of individuals invited to engage with the future program for different durations of time. These 

and other contributions and voices bring to the process their own unique views on the present moment. 
(Fandazioneprada.org)

OMA + Prada  
An ongoing collaboration between a fashion company and an architecture company for the 

past two decades.  
 
 
 

“The Fondazione is not a preservation project and not a new architecture. Two conditions that are 
usually kept separate here confront each other in a state of permanent interaction – offering an ensemble 
of fragments that will not congeal into a single image, or allow any part to dominate the others. New, old, 
horizontal, vertical, wide, narrow, white, black, open, enclosed -- all these contrasts establish the range 
of oppositions that define the new Fondazione. By introducing so many spatial variables, the complexity 
of the architecture will promote an unstable, open programming, where art and architecture will benefit 

from each other’s challenges.” (Rem Koolhaas 2015)

 
 

Prada Transformer, 2008 Prada Fondazione, MilanReal Fantasies
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Project 
 Station to Station  

Doug Aitken & Levi’s 
U.S. 2013

9 car train 
10 locations - New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Minneapolis & St Paul, Kansas City, Santa Fe, Winslow, 

Barstow, LA and Oakland  
9-28 artists & musicians 

Station to Station is a living project exploring modern creativity. The project first crossed North America 
by train, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, over 23 days in September 2013. Over the course of the journey, a 

constantly changing group of creative contributors joined and took part in ten events in major cities and off-
the-grid locations. What began as a train journey has evolved into a platform for non-commercial creativity 

and cross-collaboration between different mediums.

Station to Station: A 30 Day Happening took place at the Barbican Centre in London from 27 June – 26 July 
2015.

The Station to Station feature film is a high-speed road trip through modern creativity comprised of 62 one-
minute films. The film screened in theaters in 2015 and will soon be available in DVD and digital formats.

The Station to Station book features more than 200 full-color images and numerous conversations 
documenting the train journey from the Atlantic to the Pacific.  (http://stationtostation.com/about)

 
“There’s something incredible that happens creatively when people are out of their comfort zone. Getting away 

from your routine, your normal expectations of time and place, creates a sense of friction. That disruption 
opens you up to new ideas, new ways of doing things that are more nomadic and time-based. It changes your 

process, and ultimately it changes what you create.” (Atkins 2013) 

 
 
 
 

Screenshots from the trailer on youtube
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Program 
Amtrak writer residency 

U.S. 2014

About Amtrak Residency  

The Amtrak Residency program was launched in February 2014, after an unintentional beginning. In 
December 2013, PEN Ten published an interview with “Edinburgh” and “The Queen of the Night” 
author Alexander Chee, who expressed his love of writing while hearing those pulsing train hums:

“I still like a train best for this kind of thing. I wish Amtrak had residencies for writers.”

A week later, New York-based writer Jessica Gross jumped into the conversation with a tweet that quoted 
Chee, sparking the idea. Gross’ subsequent Twitter conversation with Amtrak landed her a 44-hour 

round-trip “test run” residency to Chicago and back, and culminated in a story in The Paris Review.
(PBS newshour)

 
 

Amtrak Residency was designed to allow creative professionals who are passionate about train travel and 
writing to work on their craft in an inspiring environment. Round-trip train travel will be provided on an 
Amtrak long-distance route. Each resident will have use of a private sleeping roomette, equipped with a 
desk, a bed and a window to watch the American countryside.  On-board meals will also be offered to all 

residents in the dining car aboard the train.(blog,Amtrak) 
 

PrecedentsPrecedents
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Inside Outside
Book 2007 

Petra Blaisse

 
Inside Outside was founded by Petra Blaisse in 1991, a one-man studio. From 1999 onward, the team grew 
to around twelve professionals of various disciplines and nationalities, working together in a multitude of 

creative areas, including textile, landscape, interior and exhibition design. In collaboration with architects, 
planners, engineers and curators, Inside Outside gained international recognition with projects of increasing 

technical sophistication, ambition and scale. Public parks, interior interventions, large-scale curtains and 
gardens for cultural and commercial buildings, landscape master plans, small built structures and planting 

plans for roof and private gardens fill their portfolio.
(boisbuchet) 

Shifting Boundaries 
 

Movement and the notion of boundary is essential to grasp the work of Blaisse. In Blaisse’s projects, 
boundaries are not merely dividing devices; they articulate reciprocities at play - such as that of inside and 
outside, and the fact that the one can never do without the other. Hence - as if to underpin this notion of 

reciprocity - most of the time these boundaries themselves are of a dynamic, shifting and changing nature. 
They act as screens or filters, both creating differences and allowing continuities - qualities that are made 

dependent of the position and movement of the visitor or inhabitant, but also of the time of day, light, 
sound, season or ritual. As in the cases of the park designs, we find in the interior spaces, too, a montage of 
experiences, a sequencing and staging of multiple and parallel events and narratives. The basic instrument 

to to achieve this is, actually, quite simple. As in the park’s design it is about directing lines of movement and 
sight, and about recombining programmatic diversity. But more than in the outdoor spaces, the dressing 

and layering of space is important in the inside spaces. To dismiss dressing as nothing more than applying 
decoration is not just missing the point: it is proof of profound ignorance of the working of architecture and 
how architecture comes to be. Dressing, and especially textile, belongs to the first architectural devices used 
to create enclosures and boundaries. Gottfried Semper even went as far as to call textile one of the primal 

sources of architecture; next to the cave and the hut, the tent belongs to the primal origins of the architectural 
discipline. Here, structure and construction are intrinsically connected to the provisional and transitory. 

The dynamics and ambiguities of textile architecture are the core of Blaisse’s interior work.  
(Dirk van den Heuvel) 

PrecedentsPrecedents
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Project 
Potteries Think-belt 

Cedric Price  
1963-66

 
“the future of our cities is education”  

 
 

Potteries Think-belt was Cedric Price’s critique of the traditional university system. Situated in a decaying 
industrial landscape, rather than in the usual urban or rural site, the Think-belt occupied one hundred square 

meters of the once-vital Staffordshire Potteries. It was designed to be an infinitely extend-able network, as 
opposed to a centralized campus, and to create a widespread community of learning while also promoting 

economic growth. The framework for the network was a hundred-year-old railway system no longer in use. 
Not only would it transport people between housing and learning areas, but the cars themselves would become 

mobile teaching units. Complete with inflatable lecture theaters, foldout desks, and information carrels, the 
units could be combined and transferred to various sites as needed. (MOMA)

 
 

 
The ideal university was once described by Thomas Carlyle as a collection of books.  

I consider the emphasis on resource is a relevant now as then. The form that both such resources and 
their protection take is likely to be related increasingly to access and retrieval rather than collection and 

containment..... 
C.P. Memorandum on universities, 18 April 1980 
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Peter JellitschStan Allen

Iannis XenakisBarry Le Va

Article  
Field Conditions 

by Stan Allen  
in Points + Lines 

1985 
 

“Form matters more for what it can do than what it looks like”  The language of form signal what the 
form should do . Allen places ‘field conditions’ in opposition to Modernist ‘object’ approach to architecture, 
explaining it as a system responsive to the complexity and indeterminacy of the urban context. In a lecture 
at Harvard GSD 2013 Allen quotes Mansilla, Tuñón saying “Non centralized expansive systems capable of 

becoming specific at any one point” to further explain his thinking behind the field condition. 

Minimalism develops in sequences, but rarely in fields. It is for this reason that the work of artists usually 
designated “post minimal” is of particular interest here (Allen). Allen chooses to compare a few modernist and 
he concentrates on one in particular - Barry Le Va, an artist that is partly trained as an architect and is aware 

of the spatial field implicated by sculpural work. 
 

Le Va signals a key compositional principle emerging out of post-minimalism: the displacement of control 
to series of intricate local rules for combination, or as a “sequence of events”, but not as an overall formal 
configuration.  When working with materials such as wire mesh (Saret) pored latex, (Benglis), or blown 

flour (Le Va), the artist simply cannot exercise a precise formal control over the material. Instead the artist 
establishes the conditions within which the material will be deployed, and then directs its flows (Allen). 

Field conditions offers a tentative opening in architecture to address the dynamics of use, behaviour of crowds, 
and the complex geometries of masses in motion.

The flock is clearly a field phenomenon, defined by precise and simple local conditions, and relatively 
indifferent to overall form and extent. Localized behaviour patterns. The crowd always wants to grow: Within 

a crowd there is equality: The crowd loves density: the crowd needs a direction (Allen, Harvard 2013).

Build a certain openness where everything can happen out of nothing happening. Creating spaces and systems 
that where expansive and non-centralized, non-hierarchical and because they have a high local specificity they 
could trigger different relationship and programmatic relationships and allow (Allison Smithson) the actors in 

the city and the building greater freedom (Allen,Harvard 2013).  The field condition implies an architecture 
that admits change, accident, and improvisation. It is an architecture not invested in durability, stability and 

certainty, but an architecture that leaves space for the uncertainty of the real.
 

Stations and paths together form a system. Points and lines, beings and relations. What is interesting might be 
the construction of the system, the number and disposition of stations and paths. Or it might be a the flow of 

messages passing through the lines (Allen).

PrecedentsPrecedents
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